Stain Glass Stocking

Skill Level: Intermediate
Created by: Joan Friedrich, Baby Lock Event Specialist

Supplies:

Any Baby Lock Embroidery Machine
½ yd backing material
Water-soluble marker
505 Spray
3 fat quarters of 3 different coordinating fabrics from light to dark
¼ yd of main fabric
½ yd muslin or osenberg
Stocking pattern with toe and heel overlay
Finishing Touch Gold Metallic Thread
Clover Bias Tape
Metallica needle
Bobbin thread
Instructions:

1. Trace the stocking pattern on to the muslin or osenberg.
2. Then trace the heel and toe with the water-soluble marker.
3. Trace lines every 2” apart. Do not draw lines in the heel and toe area.
4. Cut 1 strip from main fabric 2 1/8” then sub divide into 2 1/8” squares.
5. Place in the center row using 505.
6. Cut 2 1/8” squares from the fat quarters enough to cover the first row on each side of the main fabric.
7. Starting light to dark spray with 505 to hold to the fabric.
8. Apply the bias tape over the raw edges using a Clover Mini Iron.
9. With the main fabric trace the toe and heel portion.
10. Stitch design #28010 from Card # 28. You may change the colors to match the fabric if you like. I stitch the outline in metallic gold.
11. Cut out the toe and heel and apply to the stocking.
12. Put the bias tape over the raw edges. Stipple quilt the heel and around the design in the toe.
13. For the cuff, cut from the main fabric 2 rectangles 9 x 10 fold in half and press a crease.
14. Cut the width of the stocking and flare it out to the fold edge ½”.
15. Stitch in the center from Card 53 choose the Merry Christmas and stitch with coordinating colors.
16. Stitch the design in the center from the fold to the raw edge.
17. Fold in half then with right sides together, stitch with a ¼” seam allowance.
18. Sew the front and the back of the stocking with right side together, and then sew the cuff with the wrong side to the right side.
19. Turn in side out and give a final press.
20. Add a loop with gold ribbon and gold braid.

For more exciting projects visit our Web site at www.babylock.com